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I write until start time here. 
I generate four random search words, which I am allowed to see. 
I copy and paste the search words into Google search bar on the Images tab but I do not search yet. 
I remote view, looking at the white space that is on the left on the Google page where the target 
image will show up in the near future. 
When the session is ended I cover the screen with my drawing pad (a hardware with which I draw 
that has a pen to it), I hit Enter to perform the search on the words that are already sitting there and 
waiting, I open this text editor which will now be on top of the internet browser window and which 
covers all the non-target images on the right side of the screen so that only the target image on the 
left is shown. I click on the target image which takes to the other page that has it with a black frame, 
from there I right click the image to copy its link. I carefully right click to the "Visit" button on the 
page to open the source website on a new tab, and I open yet another new tab into which I paste 
the image link. I get the source website link without looking at that webpage (in case other pictures, 
risk of displacement) and I get the image link. The target image is now all alone on its own page to 
be looked at. 

There is a flat red square shaped plate I would call it, on the floor, against the floor. It could not be 
called a box because it is flat, not paper flat but flat. 

There is yellow in the background on the left side. The yellow looks more of a solid shape now, it 
reaches up and then bends to fall back downward again on the other side. 

I touch the red square plate and it lifts itself up on the left side so that it stands up on a bent flap on 
that side. There is a yellow irregular shaped mess under the plate under its right side. 

Under the into-page side of the red plate there is white color. The red plate wants to rise up on its 
left side so that it stands with two red pieces that are bent, like a folded card, but the left side is not 
as high as the main plate side. There is orange color at the center of the top surface of the red plate. 
The yellow rises rather large on the left side of the drawing. The orange color sits on top of the back 
of the yellow large, so this is more than before (before was two yellow) now also due to the orange 
on yellow suspected as dislocation site. 

Oh wow, I was inspecting the orange on the big yellow's back, and I saw red behind (on left side) of 
the big yellow, and realized that this IS the same set of elements as the red flat with yellow and 



orange on the floor. The big yellow has it standing up in the vertical, the red plate has it flat against 
the floor. 

The big yellow makes an interesting curve, the cup shape continues toward the left. 

This red plate is an element that loves to bounce itself up from being flat against the floor, it loves 
to do that and it has a tendency to do that. The yellow penetrates through the red plate, that is why 
the yellow was also seeping out from underneath it on its right side. The red IS bent into two halves 
like a folded card that is propped up. The yellow on the left is a big yellow element shaped like that 
like a cup. The bottom hem around the bottom edge of the big yellow is a white border. 

I could probe further and am really enjoying exploring this target, but I need to keep the amount of 
probing effort about the same as it was in the Version A sessions because I am doing experiments 
here so the amount of probing needs to be a somewhat fixed variable. 

11:39 PM End RV. 

The yellow arch is there. It was incorrect to continue to draw the arch into the full cup shape and 
that happened during the probing of it. The initial element was just the yellow arch, exactly shaped 
like it is on the target image, and nothing more. Initial element was again perfect, and in this case 
probing seems to have added things that we cannot say are consistent with the target image. 

I recognize the yellow arch. I do not know if the red square flat element could have been created by 
logic because one of the known search words was "book". But I recognize the yellow arch. I kept 
coming back with more and more colors here and there throughout this session, but the colors I was 
adding are not the ones on the image. I will still give this session a C, but that is a solid C, I do think 
that I had a connection with this target, but there is a lack of understanding of the target and a lack 
of detail and also there seems to be the inclusion of false elements and false impressions, so it all 
weighs in to a good solid C. 

Image source https://www.amazon.com/Queer-Eye-Love-Yourself-Life/dp/1984823930
Image link https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/51qHgt1zwxL._SX258
_BO1,204,203,200_.jpg

The words were "Jacket Music Player Book Eyes", music-player is as one item. 

11:48 PM End session. 


